
FlexiBasic
Height adjustable frame for worktop
For residential housing or independent living projects, etc.
Perfect for larger projects

- FlexiBasic is the worktop system for kitchens where height adjustment is only required 
  occasionally.
- It allows fast adjustment of worktops up to 3 metres long, eventually including inset sink or 
  hobs.
- It is not possible for the user to adjust themself, but one caretaker or handyman with a 
  ROPOX Jack-up can effortlessly adjust the height required over a 30cm range.
- Only one Jack-up is required for all FlexiBasic and VertiBasic (wall unit) frames, so the 
  system is particularly suited to projects with several kitchens that may need adjustment.
- The system can be upgraded to the FlexiManual (winding handle) or the FlexiElectric if 
  required in the future.

- FlexiBasic is a really economical solution for kitchens for residential homes or independent 
  living projects.
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FlexiBasic
   Frame for worktop with a jack-up        Frame including worktop and fascia

Models/
Item

 30-63060/
30-63100

 30-63105/
30-63150

 30-63155/
30-63200

 30-63205/
30-63250

 30-63255/
30-63300

Length of
worktop

  60 - 100cm  105 - 150cm 155 - 200cm 205 - 250cm 255 - 300cm

ROPOX  A/S
Ringstedgade 221
DK-4700 Naestved
Tel. +45 5575 0500
Fax +45 5575 0550
info@ropox.dk

www.ropox.com

55-295cm

65-95cm

ROPOX Tips
- An upstand fitted to the back of the worktop will prevent items 
  falling behind the worktop.

- Allow a space of 3-5mms around the worktop.

- Use fascia panels of 5-8cm at the front of the frame.

- The legs are designed to be fitted into a strong substrate but feet are 
  available for weaker walls.

- It is not necessary to remount the worktop before adjusting the height.
  Simply locate the Jack-up below the centre of the frame and the floor, 
  release the two locking nuts, wind to the height required and tighten the 
  locking nuts.

- The Jack-up is kept in a central place.

- Maximum load on the frame is 150kg evenly distributed over the 
  entire frame.

Accessories:

Jack-up    
30-63402 

Cover
30-67735

Elevation of frame with Jack-up

60-62cm

60-300cm

* Max. distance between legs is 200cm - it is possible to order Flexi frames with three legs.
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